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Abstract

the linear system ideas in the papers [I] and [3]can be
achieved.

In this paper, we make initial steps in the direction
of nonlinear multiple rnodel adaptive control by focusing on a contrived example in ~vhichan unknown parameter has a nominal value in one of the two intervals [-0.3. -0.11 and [0.1.0.3] and can switch between
them. The design should suppress a constant input disturbance. \Ve discuss the use of a multi-estimator and
multi-controller to achieve the goal, wit11 the construction of the stable multi-estimator being based on stable
kernel representation of the plant. Simulation results
inciicat,e that satisfactor. performance is achie~ed.

2 Multi-estimator design for nonlinear plants

The structure of the linear multi-estimator presented in
[I] is as follo~vs.For AVnominal models P,. we ident,ify
their t,ransfer func~ionsP, =
m-ith n;(s) and d,(.s)
coprime polynomials. For a stable polynomial D ( s ) ,
the part of the multi-estimator linking [ y, u] to y, is

#;

In order to ensure the error signals are comparable for
different P,, it appears more logical to use different nornlalising stable polynonlials D,(s) instead of a single
stable polynornial D ( s ) . Set 2, = y, - y. we have

1 Introduction

This brief paper serves t,o marry two ideas: controller
design to secure coristant input disturbance rejection
for a nonlinear syst,ein, and multiple model adaptive
control. To illustrate the ideas, nre shall work wit11
an underlying nonlinear plant, cont,ainillg a parameter
which can take values in one of t,wo non-overlappillg
intervals (and the parameter can switch intervals but
not extrenlely frequently). Robust control design is required, with an adaptive overlay: ta.ken here to be based
on multiple inode1 adaptive control. Paper [3] actually
provides a way to achieve robust (constant) disturbance
suppression and constant reference tracking for a linear
SISO plant based on supervised control system. The
main disturbance suppression methodology, not unsurprisingly, is to integrate the reference tracking error by
including an integrator in the controller.

This is ecjuivalellt to saying that the multi-estimator
inlplements a stable kernel represent,ation of the system corresponding to the nominal model P,: thus

[--$#:a]

is a stable transfer matrix with .,inputs"
y and u. and .'output" s , nrllile the input-output behaviour of the system corresponding to P, is the set
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!
of all pairs ( y . U ) which are mapped by Ionto i = 0. Kow let us extend this to the nonlinear
case, based on ideas of 121. For simplicity we consider
only a lloininal pla~ltP, that is affine in the control:

This paper is a first step in the direction of estelldiing
some of these ideas to nonlinear plants. The notion of
constant disturbance suppression for nonlinear systems
is reasonably straightforward, see [3]. The key issue is
t o explore how to achieve an PIILIAC capability. and
this is in turn rest,s on having a so-called stable multiestimator. The stable multi-estimator for a possibly
unst,able nonlinear plant is constructed based on stable
kernel representat,ions. This is one y a y an exterisioll of

Here. f (.): g ( , ) and l z ( . ) are sufficiently smootll funct,ions ensuring that a well-defined response exists for all
u(.)in some suitable class. and f (0) = 0, h(0) = 0.
Theorem

eqclnlion

exists a scalar solutio~x W ( z )
Hamilton-Jacobi eqLLation
1
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0 to the following
1

I . T / ' ~f( ~
(z)+-~ll~.(x)g(x)~~(x)I~~(x)--h~(x)h(x)
)
= 0:
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and a solutzon k(r) to

Then the system

zs a normalzsed stable kernel representat~onof P, whzclz
has C2-gazn equal 1.
lye note that in the linear case. a certain co-inner transfer function matrix is defined by ( 5 ) , and this explains
the word '.normalised". Theorem 1 can be directly used
to construct a multi-estimator for a collection of nonlinear nominal models. For performance assessment, nre
still look at an C2 norm [I] as in the linear case
LLL
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~vouldbe satisfactory. \Ye inlplemented our design simulation by LIatlab Simulirik. During simulation, the
plant is stable for tlie controller ul at t < 20,,,. and
uiistable with that controller afterwards. So. it is necessary to s\vitch controller properly to ensure stability.
The simulat~onresults are in Figure 1. The top figure in
Figure 1 is the output y of the plant. The other two figures are the output of Performance assessnlerit ~ 1 1arid
,u2 respectively ( See equation (6) ). The integration of
equation (6) is reseted to zero ever17 1 seconds. from
Figure 1,we can see that the multi-estimator accurately
identified the variation of plant very fast. The whole
co~ltrolsystem can track a constant reference input under constant disturbance and switching model variant.

(6)

where X is a positive smoothing coilstant

3 An Example
In this section. a simple admittedly academic exarnple
of MMAC for the nonlinear plant is presented to highlight some fundamental issues of the robust dist,urbance
suppression for the nonlinear case. The ilonliriear plant
model is given as follo~vs.

where Q is a piecen-ise constant. Its nonlinal \-due is
-0.2 i0.1, but it can suddenly change its sign to 0.2
0.1. Sign changes are assumed to be infrequent, in the
sense that after a change, the adaptive system should be
able to learn that change before the next one. Assume
t,wo nominal models are gixren as the follon-ing form.

+

where i = 1.2. Q1 = 0.22 and Q2 = -0.18. Based oil the
method given in last sectioii. a multi-estimator can be
written as follows.

(9)
We design tlie stabilising controller as follo~vs.

Furthermore. we augment each controller ~~71th
a small
gain integrator. Of course this controller used on P,

Figure 1: The output of the plant and multi-estimator.

4 Conclusion

This paper presents a modest extensiori of the hIultiple
Model Adaptive Control method to solve a robust constant disturbance rejection probleni for nonlinear systems.
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